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ABSTRACT
In grid environment, based on economic model, grid users who submit jobs and grid resource providers
who provide resources have different motivations. Due to autonomy of both in gird users and resource
providers, their objectives often conflict. This paper, review the Literature studies and techniques to solve
the grid resource allocation problem. The problem of allocating resources in Grid environment requires the
definition of a model that allows in considerable level in the code of allocating right resources to right jobs,
poor economic model to communicate in order to achieve an efficient management of the resources
themselves. Some of the drawbacks occur during grid resource allocation are low utilization, less economic
reliability and increased waiting time of the jobs. Hence in this paper, the efficiency of the resource
allocation mechanism is improved by proposing one allocation model. The allocation model technique
which is presented in this paper has used the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to overcome all the above
mentioned drawbacks. This model also considers the economic reliability and this model overcomes the
poor economic model drawback that is in the existing method. The economic based model is implemented
and experimented with different number of jobs and resources. The proposed model has also been
compared with the conventional resource allocation models in terms of utilization, cost factor, failure rate
and make span.
Keywords: Resource Allocation, Genetic Algorithm, Grid Environment, Allocation based on With Penalty
Function (AP)
1. INTRODUCTION
In computing, the study on ‘‘Grids’’ has come to
an area of dynamic concern [1]. By enabling
seamless integration of computing systems and
clusters, data storage, specialized networks and
sophisticated analysis and visualization software,
the grid concept has recently emerged as a vision of
future network based computing [2]. For wide area
distributed computing, the revaluation in field of
computer science and business, communication,
and storage technologies, Grid computing is
quickly rising as the conquered model [3]. The Grid
is an infrastructure which involves the integrated
and shared use of computers, networks, databases
and scientific instruments owned and managed by
various organizations [4].
In Grid computing, the resources should be
pooled in a set of classes like, CPU cycles, disk
space, memory space, network bandwidth, and
specialized processing power [5]. Using their
inactive cycles, the Grid computing System

generates a prompt virtual computer from a
network of computers. In addition, to spread
fundament environments computing, a grid
computing is a successor [6]. Grid allows sharing,
selection, and aggregation of a large variety of
resources which includes supercomputers, storage
systems, data sources, and specialized devices. For
solving wide computational and data demanding
problems in science, engineering, and business,
those devices are physically distributed and
obsessed by different organizations [7]. The request
can then utilize the output of computer that finishes
the task first [8]. Thus, in grid computing it is
complicated to assign the tasks dynamically to
individual computers, while the option is to assign
multiple copies of same task to different computers
[9]. The stream of the internet with the availability
of powerful computer and high speed network at
low cost generally components are varying, then
how society in common manages information and
information services [10][15].
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In Grid computing system, resource management
is a middleware. Security is a most important
concern in a large-scale wide-area system like Grid
[10]. The resource management in Grid computing
systems challenges due to geographical distribution
of resources, resource heterogeneity, autonomously
administered Grid domains having their own
resource policies and practices, and Grid domains
using different access and cost models [11]. For
resource allocation in grid computing, three types
of agents work in Resource allocation, namely
resource brokering agents (RBAs), job agents
(JAs), and resource monitoring agents (RMAs)
[12]. In both Computer Science and Economics,
allocation of resources is a vital concern. An
allocation means a particular distribution of
resources among agents [13]. For example, an
allocation is a partition of the set of resources
among the agents, in the case of non sharable
indivisible resources. Set of resources allocated to a
particular agent is also called the bundle assigned to
that agent [14]. Plenty of researches have been
performed on the resource allocation in grid
environment. Few recent works related to this
resource allocation in the literature are reviewed in
the following section 2.
2. RELATED WORKS
Sarbani Roy et al. [16] have discussed that in
Grid computing, it is provided uniform access to
heterogeneous resources closely-held by multiple
organizations. The system hundreds and standing of
the resources additionally amendment of times.
Thus, a resource broker was an important element
in an exceedingly Grid environment which was
assist within the choice of a right resource supplier
for employment all told aspects. In this proposed
method, they discussed the planning and
implementation of resource brokering ways inside
the multi-agent framework. These ways facilitate to
find out associate degree best allocation of
resources for corporal punishment multiple
concurrent jobs in an exceedingly Grid
surroundings. Totally different stages in resource
brokering and their implementation within the
framework area unit mentioned.
Wei-Chang Yeh et al. [17] have discussed that
Grid computing is a permutation of parallel and
distributed computing. In this proposed method, an
economic-based resource allocation model to derive
the service reliability of Grid-computing from
cellular automata Monte-Carlo simulation (CAMCS) for the service level agreement, and to
evaluate total rental-time cost of Grid resources by
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virtual payment assessment for the free rider
problem. This proposed method, they converted the
Grid system into the multi-state unreliable network
in advance, and then the transforms network
facilitates the CA-MCS to simulate the service
reliability. To economize on total rental-time cost
and ensure the Grid-computing service being
dependable, this proposed method a binary-code
Genetic Algorithm (bGA) and an integer-code
Particle Swarm Optimization (iPSO), in which both
consider Elite-selected and Reborn (ER)
mechanisms, to explore the resource allocation in
the light of cost-effectiveness and guaranteed
reliability.
Li Chunlin et al. [18] have proposed an ad hoc
grid resource management system, the producers
and consumers of ad hoc grid resource were
modeled as the self-interested decision-makers
described in microeconomic theory. All market
participants in the ad hoc grid environment
including grid resources and services could be
represented as agents. They applied economic
agents to build ad hoc grid resource management,
where ad hoc grid resource consumers and
providers can buy and sell ad hoc grid resource
based on an underlying economic architecture. The
experiments were conducted to compare ad hoc
grid resource allocation algorithm with other ad hoc
grid resource allocation algorithm.
Ali Sarhadi [19] has discussed that the most
important objective of load balancing was to supply
a distributed, low cost method that balances the
load across all the resources. Effective and efficient
load balancing algorithms were essentially
important, to develop the global throughput of Grid
resources. With the plan of load balancing, the
paper identifies the issues in task mapping based on
ant colony algorithm. Computer simulations have
been used to demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed method. The results of the model have
exposed that the performance of proposed
algorithms has a noteworthy improvement.
Thenmozhi et al. [20] considered the node
mobility and have proposed a fault tolerant
technique for improving consistency in mobile
grid environment.
The Cluster head and
monitoring agent was planned to overcome the
faults. It is designed in such a way that it addresses
both resource and network breakdown and present
improvement techniques. When compared to the
preceding model (HRAA), the proposed form
achieves
a
identifiable
performance. By
simulation results, they have analyzed the node
and link failures on parameters such as delivery
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ratio, throughput and delay against the rate of
success.
The aim of this study is too established to
implement the resource allocation in grid
environment. However, resource allocation based
on economic scheduling, resource insufficiency for
executing jobs in conventional resource allocation
techniques are stagnant with key problematic in the
literary works. To avoid this drawback, we propose
resource allocation model based on economic factor
and Particle Swarm Optimization. The complete
description of the proposed resource allocation
model is given in Section 3 with view of an
architectural model of the resource allocation
mechanism and finally the instant of involvement
of PSO is described. Section 4 discusses the
implementation results and the result is examined
with different resources and jobs. In Section 5
conclusion of the paper is given. This paper
presents a brief discussion on various heuristics and
their importance in grid environment.
3.

PROPOSED
MECHANISM
FOR
RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN GRID
ENVIRONMENT

Like the traditional resource allocation
mechanism, here, we used Job and Resource pools
as the sources of allocation in the proposed
architectural view, which is depicted in Fig 1.
Subsequently, a PSO block is used to select the
resources for the economic model.

Fig.1. Proposed Resource Allocation Mechanism
Procedure

In this proposed application, we assume the job
task pool. The tasks of user are denoted
by Tij , j =1,2,3,......mi , where mi the total number
of jobs in the pool is contains three field mainly:
job identity number, execution time and economic
significance of job within the job pool, which will
be symbolized as T = {( TDRn ), ( TET ),
n
( TES n )}: n = 1,2, N j and N j ( = T ) represents
the dimensions of task pool. Correspondingly, the
resource on which task T needs to be executed. In
this method resource pool also contains three field
mainly Identification number, Volume of
th

performing a job and cost to be given to obtain m
resource in the resource pool, which will be
( Rvm ),
symbolized
as
( RIDm ),
( Rcm )}: m = 1,2,  M j ,

and

M j (= R )

represents the size of R i.e. number of resources in
the pool.
3.1 Resource Allocation Economic model
In our proposed technique, we are used resource
allocation mechanism based on economic allocation
model. Initially, we have uses PSO model for
selecting comprehensive resources for the jobs and
allocate resources based on the Penalty Function
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economic allocation model. In this application three
allocation functions are proposed to allocate the
resources namely, Job Completion function, JobResource mate Penalty function and Job’s waiting
standing function. This model simply stimulates
right resource to the proper job in terms of price i.e.
the many job with a lesser quantity of frugally is
strictly forbidden for exclusive resources. So as to
accomplish this, performance is introduced with the
next two economic constraints.

φ * (TES n > Rcm )

(1)

η * (ΣTES n > ΣRcm )

(2)

length TETn . The Job Completion function is
responsible for neither allocating the high capacity
resource nor allocating the low capacity resource to
the submitted jobs. The job completion time for the
n th job in m th resource is calculated by using the

developed Job Completion function ( F1 ) which is
specified below,
F1 =

Nj





TETn

∑ log

R
v
n =1
z 


(3)

Where, p value is based on executed on particles
size and z ∈ M j . .
Job’s Waiting Standing Function: This Job’s
Waiting Standing function agreements with
minimizing the waiting time of every job.

{

}

( x)
(1) ( n −1)
T
; R ∉ Rx , Rx
 ETn x

N
fn = 
TETl ; otherwise
∑

l =1,2; R x( n) = R x(l )

F2 =

(4)

N

∑ fn

(5)

n =1

Job-Resource Mate Penalty: Job-Resource Mate
Penalty function evaluates the function F 3 based on
their speed at executing a job .

The constriction in eq. (1) deals with the single
level of economic limitations i.e. it will be
allocating economic match with the each job pool
and individual resource allocation for pacts of
economic matching level, while the constraint in
eq. (2) deals with the total level of economic
limitations i.e. the allocation of economic match for
all jobs within the whole job pool with the all
resources that area unit allotted for pacts of whole
economic level. The model consider the resources
by the Job Completion allocation function and JobResource mate Penalty allocation function, the
additional exactly appropriate resources are allotted
to the jobs by minimizing the Job-Resource mate
Penalty function, that is given below.
Job Completion allocation functions: This
function evaluates the resource allocation by
allowing the resource capacity RCm and job
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F3 =

( S1 + S 2 )
2
S1 =

Nj

∑ hn

(7)

n =1

ℵ ; if (φ * TES n ) ≥ Rc z ))
1 

N j  (φ * TES ) − Rc ; otherwise
n
z

N


 Nj
j
≥
ℵ; if η * ∑ T
∑ Rc z
ES

n 

n
=
1

 n =1

S2 = 
Nj

 

 η * ∑ TES n  − Rc z ; otherwise

  n =1



hn =

Where

(6)

(8)

(9)

φ ,η are constants and Rc z is the

z th resource’s budget.
The Allocation based on Penalty Function
appraises the allocation using Job Completion
function, Job’s Waiting Standing Function and
finally using Job-Resource Mate Penalty functions.
3.2 PSO-Based Allocation Mechanism
The proposed allocation model relies on the
satisfaction of the economic constraints as well as
the validation by the allocation functions. The input
of resources for the allocation of jobs is required
from resource pool as well as from job pool. Hence,
PSO is utilized in finding the appropriate resources
that can satisfy the constraints and can obtain
validity from the model functions. The procedures
that are involved in PSO operation are discussed
below.
Particles generation
PSO defines that each particle has a potential
solution to a problem in D- dimensional space. We
randomly generate initial particles for jobs and
velocities for each particle. The randomly generated
initial particles are
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G = (G1 , G2 , G3 .......Gi )

i = 1, 2, 3…… N

where, g lb < gi < g ub
(10)
Where, G is a particle, g lb and pub are upper
and lower bound values of the number of particles.
The randomly generation of initial particles size
N i.e. N is randomly generated within the
interval [1, M r ]. Hence each particle has a velocity
which can be represented as

H = ( H1 , H 2 , H 3 ........H i )
i = 1, 2, 3 …… N H min < H i < H max
(11)
Velocity is represented as H, H min and H max is
the minimum and maximum values of velocity
respectively. The all particles are done in above
specified particular intervals, no one particles does
not exceed the specified interval. Before each and
every iteration if we check the particles intervals.
The checking process represented as follows,

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

from this fitness result, pbest value is called local
best and gbest value is called global best.
All particles have fitness values evaluated by the
fitness function to be optimized, and have
velocities. The particles fly through the problem
space by following the current optimum particles.
After finding the best values every particle tries to
modify its position and velocity. To modify its
position uses two data. First one is the distance
between the current particle position and pbest and
second one is the distance between the current
position and gbest. This modification can be
represented by the velocity. Velocity of each
particle can be modified by the following equation
14.
( n +1)

Hi

( n)

Evaluation value can be calculated by,

F=

3
F1 + F 2+ F3

(13)

where,
F1 → is the value from Job Completion function.

F2 → is the value from Job’s Waiting Standing
Function
F3 → is the value from Job-Resource Mate
Penalty function.
Initial iteration the values of velocity are
assigned as zero. Use the randomly generated and
initial velocity of particle to find the fitness values
of these particles. We define pbest and gbest values

(14)

)

(15)

In the above equation

H

(12)

Evaluation function
The evaluation values are calculated for each
individual particle to determine the optimal
solution. The result of fitness values for all
particles, the maximum fitness value is selected as
an optimum value, the optimum value initially in
pbest (flocal) value and so far gbest (fglobal) value.

)+

ci( n +1) = ci( n ) + H i( n +1)

And if

The duplication does not exist in the generation
of particles i.e. the same element are not present in
a particle, if we must check the duplication in the
PSO process.

( n)

+ L1 ∗ R1 ( ) ∗ (blocal i − c i

L2 ∗ R 2 ( ) ∗ (bglobal i − c i

( n +1)
( n +1)
(n +1)
( n +1)
If H i
> H max , then H i
= H max
( n +1)
( n +1)
, then H i(n +1) = H min
H i( n +1) < H min

( n)

= Hi

(n )
i

→ is the velocity of ith particle at iteration

n
(12)
L1 , L2 → are commonly referred as the learning
factors
R1 , R2 → are random numbers generated in the
range of [0, 1]
blocal →is the position of the best fitness value of
the particle at the current iteration
bglobal → is the position of the particle with the
best fitness value in the swarm
(n)

ci → is the current position of the particle i at
iteration n
Each particle knows its best value (pbest) and its
position. Moreover, each particle knows the best
value in the group (gbest) among the p bests.
Particles update their position and velocity for each
iteration until it reaches the termination criteria.
This process will be repeated until the maximum
number of iterations is reached.
Once the
maximum number of iterations is produced the
process will be terminated. The last solution
pointing the particle is considered as the accurate
resources can be selected for the resource allocation
process.
4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
The proposed resource allocation model was
implemented in the working platform of MATLAB
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(version 7.10) with system specifications, Intel (R)
core i5 CPU @ 3.20GHz and 4GB RAM. The
performance of the technique was analyzed by
executing with different synthetic job datasets, and
the obtained results are evaluated. In this Section,
firstly we describe numerically analyzed dataset
and its generation, secondly we analyze the results
and finally, the technique is compared with the
existing resource allocation techniques between the
proposed method and the existing scheduling

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

algorithms. Our proposed model based on
economic Allocation model is analyzed with the
varying the Job lengths and various resource sizes.
The utilized the performance analysis such as
Utility, Economy and Total Resource cost,
Processing time and Computational time. For
different resource sizes, job lengths and weightage
values presentation of Allocation model results are
specified in below tables.

Table 1. Performance Of Our Proposed Allocation Model With Different Job Size And Weightage Values, When The
Resource Size Is (I) 5, (Ii) 10, (Iii) 15 And The Parameters Are Tuned At Best Case Scenario
No. of Jobs
α=β
Utilization (in
%)
Economy (in
%)
Total
Resource Cost
(in Rs.)
Waiting Time
(in sec)
Computational
Time (in sec)
Population
size
Iterations

No. of Jobs
α=β
Utilization (in
%)
Economy (in
%)
Total
Resource Cost
(in Rs.)
Waiting Time
(in sec)
Computational
Time (in sec)
Population
size
Iterations

No. of Jobs
α=β
Utilization (in
%)
Economy (in
%)
Total
Resource Cost
(in Rs.)
Waiting Time
(in sec)
Computational
Time (in sec)
Population
size
Iterations

0.7

10
0.9

1

0.7

20
0.9

1

0.7

30
0.9

1

82.5

79.71

83.33

76.22

77.58

78.57

103.75

70.48

87.78

96.50

94.66

95.21

92.96

93.10

93.74

94.78

93.93

94.85

15

46

30

42

37

39

25

44

25

97

97

139

102

86

77

38

46

50

387.929

191.218

295.457

464.878

229.424

497.235

432.403

463.935

210.192

20

10

30

30

20

30

20

20

10

20

10

10

20
(i)

10

10

20

20

10

0.7

10
0.9

1

0.7

20
0.9

1

0.7

30
0.9

1

96.84

78.21

72.60

92.50

82.12

85.00

71.73

75.64

58.37

90.66

94.01

86.51

97.71

89.92

95.12

91.97

92.09

92.83

63

65

44

20

72

70

74

57

45

115

116

184

170

143

119

129

100

182

322.548

620.399

738.997

338.740

165.255

182.101

320.666

314.254

149.832

20

10

30

30

20

30

20

20

10

20

10

10

20
(ii)

10

10

20

20

10

0.7

10
0.9

1

0.7

20
0.9

1

0.7

30
0.9

1

80.40

63.66

85.08

82.61

73.11

86.72

69.46

74.10

74.78

92.90

91.61

90.31

95.59

90.05

94.21

90.77

89.16

92.67

48

45

90

66

107

86

130

120

70

100

105

305

140

214

210

283

271

204

685.25

552.93

572.38

721.046

378.811

407.452

630.063

640.827

1042.03

20

10

30

30

20

30

20

20

10

20

10

10

20

10

10

20

20

10
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(iii)

To evaluate the performance of our allocation
model, they are compared against the conventional
swift scheduling model and the First Come First
Scheduling model (FCFS).

(i)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(iii)
Fig. 3. Comparison Of Utilization Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 10 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler.

(iii)
Fig.2.Comparison Of Utilization Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 5 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20, And

30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler
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(ii)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
Fig. 5. Comparison Of Economy Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 5 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20, And

30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(iii)
Fig. 4. Comparison Of Utilization Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 15 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,
(i)

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler.

(ii)
(i)

(iii)
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Fig. 6. Comparison Of Economy Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 10 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(i)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(iii)
Fig. 8.Comparison Of Total Resource Cost Measures Of
Our Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 5 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

(iii)

30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

Fig. 7.Comparison Of Economy Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 15 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20, And

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(i)
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(ii)
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(iii)
Fig. 10.Comparison Of Total Resource Cost Measures Of
Our Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 15 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(iii)
Fig. 9. Comparison Of Total Resource Cost Measures Of
Our Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 10 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(i)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(iii)
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Fig. 11. Comparison Of Waiting Time Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 5 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20, And

30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(i)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)

(iii)
Fig. 13. Comparison Of Waiting Time Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 15 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

(iii)
Fig. 12. Comparison Of Waiting Time Measures Of Our
Proposed Allocation Model With The Number Of
Resources As 10 And Α, Β=0.7, 0.9, 1,

J l n = 10, 20,

And 30 Against FCFS And Swift Scheduler

Fig from 2 to 13 compares the utilization,
economy, total resource cost and waiting time
between the proposed and conventional resource
allocation models. However, in some of the plots,
the
conventional
models
dominate.
The
performances measure is analyzed by taking the
mean of the measures that are obtained when
testing with different number of resources, jobs and
weightage values. Even though, some performance
degrade is there, the proposed allocation model has
achieved more utilization than the swift scheduler.
In the level of extreme, the proposed models have
achieved in most of the situations except the
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economy stage. When compared to the other
achievements, the degradation can be tolerable as it
is just low level value while the other
improvements are relatively higher than these.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an allocation model was utilized for
efficient resource allocation in a grid environment.
This allocation model allocates resources that were
obtained using the PSO. The allocation model has
fruitfully allocated the resources in a framework.
The PSO algorithm successfully computes the exact
resources from the resource vector. The allocation
model was implemented in a grid environment and
the implementation result was analyzed with
different number of grid resources and jobs. The
failure rate, resource utilization and cost factor
values of our proposed allocation model was
compared with other conventional resource
allocation methods. The comparison results have
shown that our allocation model was better than the
other methods.
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